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As promised in my previous Presidential
Address, I wish to inform all our members
about what the Board has done since
our last conference in Cape Town, but
not before I share with you the emotion
I felt while reading Karlen’s funny and
beautiful description of Dan Stern’s way of
celebrating life and ideas. Here, in Israel,
Dan’s ideas have been so deeply infused
into our work that we felt compelled to
organize a memorial conference day next
month with his wife, Nadia.
Very much in light of what is described
in this issue of Perspectives, under the
title of «Diversity-Informed Infant Mental
Health Tenets: Together in the Struggle for
Social Justice,» the present Board, together
with our past presidents, Tuula Tamminen
and Bob Emde, and our past Executive
Director, Hiram Fitzgerald, we have been
in the process of writing a first draft of a
Declaration of Infant’s Rights. You will soon
receive this draft to reflect on and send
any comment/suggestion you may have to
the WAIMH Central Office. We invite your
feedback before we finalize the proposal
and present it at our next conference in
Edinburgh, 15-18 June, 2014.

A second task in which we are very much
involved is the revision of the DC 0-3R,
as a joint effort of the WAIMH and ZERO
TO THREE organizations. Again, you
will receive in the near future a survey
about how much you use the DC 0-3R in
your current practice, clinical as well as
research. The revision will use the results
of the survey, as well as updated literature
reviews about each diagnosis. The whole
process is supposed to take three years,
starting from May 2013, and is sponsored
by the ZERO TO THREE organization.
A major change has been initiated
regarding the way the WAIMH Board and
the Executive Committee use the time
in-between the conferences. Indeed, the
new electronic facilities enable us to have
frequent, cheap, video-call meetings at
which we can discuss in real time any
topic we wish. In the past, due to logistical
constraints, we had one Executive
Committee meeting per year, with many
expenses, and one WAIMH Board meeting
prior to each world conference. This new
way, we can accomplish much more
especially if we are disciplined and stick
to the rules of turn-taking and time limits!
Still, we are only at the beginning of this
new way of meeting. Our last video call
was indeed dedicated to the topic of
developing our WAIMH Social Media so
that our outreach to one another and to
new members around the world can be
more immediate. We want to have much

more contact between the Affiliates and
the Board in the coming years, ongoing
instead of just meeting every two years in
the course of the conference.
Because it is time to elect new Board
members, the Board itself will also be
changing. As you know, Campbell Paul and
Deborah Weatherston have served for one
4-year term. Campbell has agreed to run
for a second term..
Deborah will continue as Editor of WAIMH
Perspectives (formerly, The Signal) but will
not run for a second term. You have been
asked to vote for two new Board positions.
We were very pleased…and proud…to
receive five excellent candidates from all
over the world.
Last, but not least, we are about to launch
the Call for Papers for our next World
Congress, that is to be held in Edinburgh,
15-18 June 2014….So get ready!
We really wish to fill you in between our
world conferences, through on-going
conversations using new technology,
through dialogue in Perspectives, sharing
interesting clinical experiences with one
another, and especially letting us know
about the major progress and problems
you encounter in the field of IMH in your
own country and society.
Very warmly to all of you.

Guided by an inner link between Fukushima and
Hiroshima: In the aftermath of the Great NorthEastern Earthquake in Japan
By Natsuko Tokita, Department of
Pediatrics, Keio University
The Great North Eastern Earthquake
with tsunami in Japan on March 11, 2011
triggered the blast of Fukushima No1
Nuclear power plant 3 days later. A
week later, I phoned my friend and
pediatric colleague Dr. Shintaro Kikuchi
and his father Dr. Tatsuo Kikuchi, a
senior pediatrician who is the president
of the Medical Society of the City of
Koriyama, Fukushima. Together they
run a pediatric clinic. Shintaro sounded
extremely concerned: “Our local children
are in danger of the kind we have never
experienced.”
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On 21st March, 10 days after the disasters,
I visited Koriyama in Fukushima with Dr.
Hisako Watanabe, a child psychiatrist at
Keio University who was the chair of the
2008 WAIMH congress in Yokohama. We
barely saw people walking in the streets.
Those who did wore masks and hats and
the whole town was in a heavy mood. “We
must protect the children of Fukushima.
No single PTSD in children! ”, the Kikuchi
doctors’ determination and urgency
sparked us to act promptly. On that day we
laid the foundation of the “Koriyama PostDisaster Child Psychological Care Project”
in collaboration with the local government
and medical society, which resulted in

an open symposium of child workers of
Koriyama on 9th April, 2011.
The project harbored the concept of
“Integrity, Structure and Continuity”,
and focused on providing a secure base
for children, with an emphasis on the
prevention and early detection of PTSD in
a natural daily-life context. For example,
we facilitated volunteers experienced in
reading picture books to children to visit
evacuation areas and nurseries. We chatted
with and befriended parents of young
children who appeared worried. Also we
empowered parents to prevent PTSD in
their child by creating an accessible leaflet
entitled “Why not hug your child”. Its
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